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Rebuilt Toyota Engines Receive 3-Year Warranties at
RemanufacturedEnginesforSale.com

Rebuilt Toyota engines now receive 3-year warranties at the
RemanufacturedEnginesforSale.com company at
http://www.remanufacturedenginesforsale.com/toyota/toyota-rav4-engines-sale. These foreign
imports are custom built inside of a recently upgraded facility and are now paired with 36
months of coverage against wear and tear to provide buyers with more assurance when
purchasing motors for replacement.

San Francisco, California (PRWEB) January 15, 2013 -- Toyota has remained a major competitor in worldwide
automotive sales. The Corolla, Rav4 and Camry have helped to build the company reputation for drivers. The
RemanufacturedEnginesforSale.com company is now selling rebuilt Toyota engines with complete 3-year
warranties. This new program is helping buyers receive assurance for a 36-month period to protect against
common problems or OEM part failures.

Toyota produces its line of passenger cars, trucks and SUVs that are sold in the U.S., Canada and in other parts
of the world. The luxury brand of this automaker is the Lexus brand and these vehicles make use of the Z
engine technologies and new technology found in the Toyota lineup.

The reconditioned motors for this automaker now offered online include all variants of engine types including
the I4 and V6 series. This expansion of the inventory is expected to directly affect the way that buyers locate
and purchase motors online.

The warranty program that has been launched for online and offline sales is in combination with the new testing
procedures that are now available. The use of a dynamometer is now one of the testing procedures that are used
after each build is completed. This digital device is one way to measure the calibration and engine output when
compared with OEM data. The use of this testing equipment is one of the investments that have been made by
this company. The inspection processes that are now used are applicable to all of the in stock editions that are
shipped daily to customers.

The Toyota expansion of inventory and new warranty program are part of a company measure to increase the
amount of inventory held. The Ford Motor Company inventory now represents one of the largest that can be
found in the automotive industry online. These engines date back to the 1960s for some models making
replacements hard to find. The addition of these Ford engines in rebuilt condition was announced earlier this
month at this news release
http://www.kfvs12.com/story/20573475/remanufactured-ford-engines-now-added-for-sale-at-
remanufacturedenginesforsalecom.

To go with the brand new company changes, the system of quotes that is used has been improved. Both
telephone quotes and online-only quotes are now possible directly from the company website. Vehicle owners,
dealerships, mechanics and others purchasing online can now receive instant pricing using one of these two
methods for price delivery.
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The Remanufactured Engines for Sale Co. rebuilds late model as well as classic engine types for customers in
North America. The company expansions of inventory have helped to ensure distribution to more states. The
2012 growth this company has achieved online represents only a portion of the overall success. Sales of offline
engines remain strong as new price reduction plans and warranty coverage changes have been integrated. The
Remanufactured Engines for Sale Co. launched its website in the year 2009 and has quickly built one of the
most trafficked resources on the Internet to find reconditioned foreign and domestic motors on sale.
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Contact Information
Kevin Jays
Remanufactured Engines for Sale
http://www.remanufacturedenginesforsale.com
1-866-630-3873

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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